Full-Thickness Scar Resection After R1/Rx Excised T1 Colorectal Cancers as an Alternative to Completion Surgery
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INTRODUCTION: Local full-thickness resections of the scar (FTRS) after local excision of a T1 colorectal cancer (CRC) with uncertain resection margins is proposed as an alternative strategy to completion surgery (CS), provided that no local intramural residual cancer (LIRC) is found. However, a comparison on long-term oncological outcome between both strategies is missing.

METHODS: A large cohort of patients with consecutive T1 CRC between 2000 and 2017 was used. Patients were selected if they underwent a macroscopically complete local excision of a T1 CRC but positive or unassessable (R1/Rx) resection margins at histology and without lymphovascular invasion or poor differentiation. Patients treated with CS or FTRS were compared on the presence of CRC recurrence, a 5-year overall survival, disease-free survival, and metastasis-free survival.

RESULTS: Of 3,697 patients with a T1 CRC, 434 met the inclusion criteria (mean age 66 years, 61% men). Three hundred thirty-four patients underwent CS, and 100 patients underwent FTRS. The median follow-up period was 64 months. CRC recurrence was seen in 7 patients who underwent CS (2.2%, 95% CI 0.9%–4.6%) and in 8 patients who underwent FTRS (9.0%, 95% CI 3.9%–17.7%). Disease-free survival was lower in FTRS strategy (96.8% vs 89.9%, P = 0.019), but 5 of the 8 FTRS recurrences could be treated with salvage surgery. The metastasis-free survival (CS 96.8% vs FTRS 92.1%, P = 0.10) and overall survival (CS 95.6% vs FTRS 94.4%, P = 0.55) did not differ significantly between both strategies.

DISCUSSION: FTRS after local excision of a T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins as a sole risk factor, followed by surveillance and salvage surgery in case of CRC recurrence, could be a valid alternative strategy to CS.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, unassessable (Rx) or positive (R1) resection margins after local excision of a T1 colorectal cancer (CRC) were considered an indication for completion surgery (CS) due to the high risk of local recurrence and unclear risk of lymph node metastasis (LNM) (1–3). Recently, a strategy of local full-thickness resection of the local excision scar (FTRS) with endoscopic full-thickness resection, transanal minimally invasive surgery, or combined endoscopic-laparoscopic surgery (4–9) was promoted as an alternative treatment strategy for patients with R1/Rx resection margins after local excision of a T1 CRC, in absence of other histological risk factors of LNM (10,11). If the locally resected scar tissue showed no local intramural residual cancer (LIRC), the local excision was considered complete and therefore managed as a low-risk T1 CRC (4,6,7). However, these studies have limited or no follow-up data at all, and the oncological safety of leaving locoregional lymph nodes \textit{in situ} has not yet been evaluated. A higher risk of LNM in endoscopically excised T1 CRC with positive resection margins has been shown compared with T1 CRC with a free resection margin (11,12). Furthermore, in a recent prospective study on T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins without other histological risk factors of LNM, an unexpected high rate of LNM (8.3%) was detected during CS in cases without LIRC (13). Moreover, a study on transanal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM) without LIRC after endoscopic excision reported 9.4% recurrences in patients with R1/Rx resection margins (9). To refrain from CS and intensive follow-up after FTRS, it is essential that the oncological outcome of both strategies is known. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate oncological outcomes for FTRS and CS after local excision of a T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins.

METHODS

Study design and population
A multicenter retrospective cohort study was performed. All consecutive patients diagnosed with T1 CRC between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2017, in 20 Dutch hospitals were selected from the Netherlands Cancer Registry. Electronic medical records were reviewed, and only patients with a T1 CRC confirmed by the local pathologist were included. T1 CRC was defined as a tumor growing through the muscularis mucosae into, but not beyond, the submucosa. Exclusion criteria were patients with synchronous CRC, non–CRC-related death within 1 year, hereditary predisposition for CRC, inflammatory bowel disease, nonadenocarcinoma, missing pathology or endoscopy reports, and patients who underwent neoadjuvant radiotherapy. Demographic and clinical data were collected at the participating hospitals (Supplementary Material, http://links.lww.com/AJG/C409). This study was approved by the Medical Ethics Review Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht (reference number 15–487/C) on August 18, 2015, and conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. The study conforms to the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guideline for cohort studies (14).

For this aim, patients within this cohort were selected based on the following eligibility criteria: (i) a macroscopically complete local excision, defined as absent residual neoplasia as judged by the endoscopist regardless of resection technique (en-bloc or piecemeal resection); (ii) Rx or R1 resection margins; (iii) absence of LV1 and poor differentiation; and (iv) adjuvant therapy consisting of CS including lymphadenectomy or FTRS. Absence of high-grade tumor budding and deep submucosal invasion were not used as inclusion criteria because these were not included as high-risk features in the Dutch guideline and therefore poorly reported (1). FTRS was defined as any full-thickness endoscopic or surgical treatment without lymphadenectomy. Patients were categorized into 2 treatment strategies: (i) CS and (ii) FTRS with follow-up and salvage surgery in case of CRC recurrence.

Outcomes
The main outcomes were an adverse oncological event during follow-up in patients without LIRC at CS or FTRS and a 5-year overall survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS), and metastasis-free survival (MFS). An adverse oncological event was defined as a composite of imaging-confirmed or histology-confirmed cancer recurrence during follow-up, which could be local within the scar, LNM, or distant metastasis (including LNM outside the original field of CS). A new primary CRC elsewhere in the colon or rectum was defined as metachronous cancer, not as recurrence. DFS was defined as having no CRC recurrence or CRC treatment–related death. MFS was defined as having no CRC recurrence outside the area intended to be removed with CS or CRC treatment–related death. We evaluated both DFS and MFS to discriminate for the value of salvage surgery. The finding of LNM at CS was not considered as an adverse oncological event but as unexpected LNM found in the surgical specimen. Details on statistical analysis are displayed in the Supplemental Digital Content (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C409).

Histologic reassessment
To evaluate the impact of second reading and the effect of tumor budding, which was not included in the original pathology report, a subset of patients within each strategy were histologically reassessed. From patients with LNM at CS, approximately 75% were randomly selected for histological reassessment by an expert gastrointestinal pathologist (M.L.). For every LNM case, 4 control cases without LNM were reassessed. Besides, approximately 50% of patients who underwent FTRS were randomly selected for histological reassessment. The hematoxylin-eosin staining slides of the original T1 CRC specimens were collected and reviewed and randomly mixed with those of cases from another study to ensure blinding of the pathologist. Definitions are displayed in the Supplemental Digital Content (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C409).

RESULTS

Patient characteristics
A study flowchart of the included patients is presented in Figure 1. A total of 434 patients treated with local excision of a T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins who went on for either CS or FTRS were selected. The median age of the cohort was 66 years (interquartile range 61–71 years), and 60.8% was men. CS was conducted in 334 patients and FTRS in 100 patients. An overview of the baseline characteristics of patients is listed in Table 1. Both groups were comparable based on patient characteristics (age, sex, and ASA score). In the CS group, more T1 CRC were located in the colon, and in the FTRS group, most T1 CRC were located in the rectum ($P < 0.001$). Details on follow-up after treatment are discussed in the Supplemental Digital Content (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C409) and Table, Supplemental Digital Content 1 (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C410).
Complications after treatment. Severe complications were seen in 37 patients who underwent CS (11.1%, 95% CI 7.8%–15.3%), of which 4 patients died (1.2%, 95% CI 0.3%–3.1%). Eighteen of these patients needed reoperation because of the surgical complications (5.4%, 95% CI 3.2%–8.5%). Severe complications were seen in 4 patients who underwent FTRS (4.0%, 95% CI 1.1%–10.2%, P = 0.034); bleeding requiring intervention occurred, and no patients died as a consequence of the treatment. More information regarding types of complications is presented in Table, Supplemental Digital Content 2 (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C412).

LIRC and LNM. LIRC was diagnosed in 18 patients who underwent CS (18/334, 5.4%, 95% CI 3.2%–8.5%) and in 11 patients who underwent FTRS (11/100, 11.0%, 95% CI 5.5%–19.7%) (P = 0.049) (Figure 2). LIRC was recognized during FTSR in 4 of the 11 (36.4%) patients and R0 resected in 10 of the 11 (90.9%) patients. Two patients with LIRC in the FTRS group underwent an additional oncological surgery without LNM. In the groups showing LIRC, LNM and/or recurrence were seen in 27.8% (CS) and 27.3% (FTS) of patients (P = 0.98), respectively. In patients who underwent FTSR, reverse oncological events were seen in 1 of the 4 patients (25.0%) with recognized LIRC and in 2 of the 7 patients (28.6%) with unrecognized LIRC (P = 1.00). In the CS group without LIRC, LNM were seen in 27 cases (8.5%, 95% CI 5.6%–12.4%). LNM at baseline and/or recurrence after CS together were observed in 34 patients (34/316, 10.8%, 95% CI 7.5%–15.0%).

Adverse oncological events during follow-up. For the comparison of both treatment strategies, only the cases without LIRC were analyzed (Figure 2). In the CS group, recurrences were detected in 7 patients (7/316, 2.2%, 95% CI 0.9%–4.6%). All 7 patients experienced distant metastasis, and 2 of them also experienced a local recurrence at the anastomosis. Recurrences were detected after a median time of 27 months; 4 patients could be treated with curative intent (57.1%). In the FTRS group without LIRC, recurrences were detected in 8 patients (8/89, 9.0%, 95% CI 3.9%–17.7%). Local recurrences were seen in 4 patients (after combined endoscopic-laparoscopic surgery), of whom 1 also presented with LNM and 2 with distant metastasis. The other 5 patients experienced distant metastasis, of whom 1 also experienced LNM. Recurrences were detected after a median time of 33 months; 5 patients could be treated with curative intent (62.5%). Three of the local recurrences were detected during endoscopy, whereas the preceding follow-up endoscopy showed no abnormalities. One recurrence was detected in a patient without imaging during follow-up, and the other 7 recurrences were detected in patients with CT imaging of the abdomen. Details of patients with a recurrence in the FTRS group are summarized in Table, Supplemental Digital Content 3 (http://links.lww.com/AJG/C412).

OS, DFS, and MFS

In the total cohort, for patients who underwent CS and FTRS, the 5-year OS (317/334; 94.9% vs 95/100; 95.0%), DFS (320/334; 95.8% vs 90/100; 90.0%), and MFS (320/334; 95.8% vs 93/100; 93.0%) were not significantly different (P = 0.79, P = 0.067 and P = 0.40 respectively). Considering the patients without LIRC, the 5-year OS rate was not significantly different between patients treated by CS (302/316; 95.6%) and patients treated by FTRS (84/89; 94.4%) (P = 0.83). The 5-year DFS was different between both groups (CS 306/316; 96.8%, FTRS 80/89; 89.9%, P = 0.019), but the MFS was not (CS 306/316; 96.8%, FTRS 82/89; 92.1%, P = 0.10) (Figure 3). In the CS group, 100% of patients underwent oncologic segmental surgery against 4.5% in the FTRS group. The influence of baseline characteristics on DFS and MFS were tested (Table, Supplemental Digital Content 4, http://links.lww.com/AJG/C413). Overall, the hazard ratios for DFS and MFS between CS and FTRS did not change substantially after adjustment for individual baseline factors, although the difference in DFS lost statistical significance after correction for tumor location (colon vs rectum) or polyp size.

Histological reassessment

Results of the histological reassessment are summarized in Table 2. Ninety percentage of all cases with LNM in the CS group without LIRC were assessed as having at least 1 histological risk factor (LVI, poor differentiation, or Bd2/3 tumor budding). High-grade tumor budding, which was not assessed in the initial pathology report, was seen in 55.6% of the cases. Of the control group without LNM, 38.8% was assessed as having high risk, and high-grade tumor budding was seen in 18.8% of cases. In all patients who underwent FTRS strategy without LIRC, 51.1% was assessed as having at least 1 histological risk factor. The number of unidentified risk factors was equal between both treatment strategies (49.0% in the CS group).

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study comparing the oncological outcome of FTRS for R1/Rx resected T1 CRC without LVI and poor differentiation with conventional CS. We found a higher rate of LNM (8.5%) than expected in these patients, confirming the observation made in the SCAPURA trial (13). The 5-year DFS was lower in the FTRS group (89.9% vs 96.8%), but because 63% of recurrences in this group could be treated with curative intent, the 5-year OS and MFS were similar between both.
treatment strategies (94.4% vs 95.6% and 92.1% vs 96.8%, respectively).

In our study, a high percentage (63%) of patients with recurrence after FTRS could have salvage surgery with curative intent, which is in line with the findings of a recent meta-analysis showing a similar 60% of curative treatments once the recurrence was detected in a group of 1,023 high-risk T1 CRC patients refusing CS (15). CRC is known to recur after CS as well. The current post-CS recurrences we detected (2.2%) is lower than the reported post-surgical recurrences of 3% (16–22). This is most likely due to the selection bias toward a subgroup with a lower risk of recurrences because of the absence of LVI and poor differentiation. Moreover, the surgical mortality of 1.2% in our study is in line with the recently reported mean 1.7% mortality risk for surgery on T1 CRC (23). The risk of mortality and persisting morbidity after CS together with the proportion of recurrence, which cannot be prevented by CS, should be weighed against the risk of recurrence after FTRS corrected with the proportion of salvage surgery with curative intent once the recurrence is being detected.

The currently detected recurrence rate of 9.0% of patients in the FTRS group is comparable with the 10.8% detected LNM and recurrences in the CS group. Sixty percentage of recurrences during follow-up is being detected within 3 years, increasing up to 98% at 6 years (15). It cannot be excluded that recurrences are undetected at this moment. However, this might only have a minimal impact on MFS and OS, when 63% can be cured by salvage surgery. Altogether, it seems necessary that FTRS should be combined with a surveillance protocol aiming to detect the recurrence as early as possible to increase the chance of curative salvage surgery.

Our study shows that cases with LIRC (of whom 11.0% underwent FTRS) show higher risks of an adverse oncological event (27.3%) and are likely to benefit from CS. The problem is that...
LIRC is hard to detect during endoscopy with biopsies of the postendoscopic resection scar alone (13). However, the risk of adverse oncological events is equal in patients with recognized and unrecognized LIRC. If LIRC is diagnosed by the physician before FTRS, which was in 36.4% of LIRC cases in our study, CS should be considered instead of performing FTRS. For patients without visible LIRC, we think that FTRS is an important step in additional local staging instead of immediate surveillance after local excision with R1/Rx resection margins. It should be noted that the number of cases is small and firm conclusions cannot be made. Besides, cases with LIRC, which are actually T2 or T3 tumors, can be detected this way (4,24,25). However, this is not a limitation of our study because we focused on patients without LIRC, and those with T2 and T3 tumors were excluded from our retrospective cohort.

Although this is the largest cohort of FTRS with long-term follow-up published yet comparing results with a similar cohort treated by CS, some limitations of this study should be emphasized. First, the histological evaluation of T1 CRC remains challenging and interobserver variability between pathologists is a known problem (26), especially with R1/Rx resection margins, due to missing or unrecognizable invasive fronts, which makes risk factors such as tumor budding or LVI difficult to rule out. Our results underline this challenge. In our study, histological reassessment of the original H&E slides to explore the impact of unidentified histological risk features showed 90% of cases with LNM in the CS group without LIRC as having 1 or more histological risk factor(s) (poor differentiation, LVI, or high-grade tumor budding). This brings into question whether all cases should have been reassessed by expert pathologists instead of an independent sample. Because the proportion of not originally reported high-risk features was equally divided between both the CS and FTRS group (49% vs 51%), we believe that the impact of unidentified features on oncological outcomes was limited. It is also questionable whether a histological second opinion should be mandatory before performing FTRS. The detection of risk factors has been shown to vary between different expert panels (27), and performing second opinion on all pathology slides also showed that 35% of patients without LNM were assessed as having high risk as well, which would result in unnecessary CS within these cases. Besides, a second opinion would not reflect daily practice, making it difficult to extrapolate these results to daily practice. However, cases treated by CS could have been evaluated less thoroughly for other risk factors because an R1/Rx finding was considered an indication for CS on its own. Therefore, awareness among pathologists that FTRS with surveillance is an alternative

Figure 2. Percentage of LIRC, LNM, and recurrence after macroscopic radical endoscopic resection of T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins. *Not all patients with LIRC at FTRS underwent completion surgery. FTRS, full-thickness resection of the local excision scar; LIRC, local intramural residual cancer; LNM, lymph node metastasis; n, number; R1, resection margin not free of cancer; Rx, unassessable resection margin.

Figure 3. Overall, disease-free, and metastasis-free survival.
to CS in case of absence of other histological risk factors than resection margin is important. We have seen that 55.6% of the patients with LNM and 18.8% of the patients without LNM experienced high-grade tumor budding. This suggests that adding tumor budding to the risk model could aid in predicting patients exhibiting higher risks for LNM.

A second limitation is the observed difference in proportion of LIRC between the CS and FTRS group (5.4% vs 11%). Although a second opinion could be performed on the original endoscopic excised specimen, a second opinion on the scar in CS specimens was impossible because complete embedding of the scar is not part of routine practice. The histological evaluation of the local excision scar in the specimen of CS might have been performed less thoroughly than evaluation of the scar in the specimen of FTRS because histological findings show less consequences for treatment in CS. This may have caused that patients with undetected microscopic LIRC have been included in the no-LIRC CS group. Because these cases show a worse prognosis than no-LIRC cases, this may have resulted in a higher number of LNM positive cases in the CS group. However, we believe that this impact may be just small because the current number of detected recurrences in the FTRS group with a median follow-up of 3 years follows the expected line of recurrence with an expected recurrence of approximately 8%–10% at 5 years.

A third limitation is a potential confounding by indication, which may have influenced the decision to perform FTRS instead of CS. The actual reason to choose for a specific treatment strategy was not mentioned in the electronic medical records but also is likely related to availability of FTRS techniques in the individual centers and an increasing popularity of this approach in the Netherlands. From all known risk factors for LIRC and recurrence, the FTRS group showed a higher percentage of rectal lesions and nonpedunculated morphology, both known to be associated with a higher risk of LIRC and cancer recurrence (28). This makes the FTRS group rather at a higher risk of recurrence than the CS group. But it should be acknowledged that the number of events is too small to correct for baseline characteristics in a multivariable model. As mentioned earlier, there was no difference in the number of missed histological features between both groups, but a difference in unmeasured parameters cannot be excluded.

A fourth limitation is the heterogeneous follow-up. Surveillance after FTRS was not performed according to a standard protocol and was heterogeneous between patients. Approximately 50% of the FTRS group was followed up as a low-risk group, and only 52% underwent imaging during follow-up, which was also with abdominal ultrasound, known to be inadequate for detecting LNM. It is likely that patients who underwent FTRS were in a less intensive surveillance program than that should be considered optimal based on our current findings. This may have caused that recurrences were detected relatively late, with a negative impact on the proportion of curative salvage surgeries. It cannot be excluded that some of the recurrences are still undetected and will appear during follow-up. However, OS is comparable, and the current number of detected cases corresponds to the detection of recurrences at 5 years of follow-up (15).

In conclusion, patients with a local excision of a T1 CRC with R1/Rx resection margins without other histological risk factors have an 8%–9% risk for LNM. In cases where LIRC is detected, a much higher risk of LNM and recurrence is detected, although the numbers of patients are small. Finding LIRC at baseline may be indicative of a poorer tumor biology, associated with advanced stage of disease. In such cases, a stronger plea for a CS should be adopted in the discussion with the patient. However, in patients
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</tr>
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CS, completion surgery; FTRS, full-thickness resection of the local excision scar; LIRC, local intramural residual cancer; LNM, lymph node metastasis.
without LIROC, a strategy with FTRS combined with surveillance with salvage surgery in case of CRC recurrence, results in a similar 5-year MFS and OS when compared with CS and a 95% reduction in surgical interventions.
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Study Highlights
WHAT IS KNOWN

- Local full-thickness resection of the scar after local excision of a T1 CRC with an unassessable or positive resection margins is increasingly performed, but evidence on oncological outcome is lacking.

WHAT IS NEW HERE

- Full-thickness resections of the scar with salvage surgery did not differ in metastasis-free and overall survival from completion surgery and could be a valid alternative treatment strategy for T1 CRC with an unassessable or positive resection margins as a sole risk factor.
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